Yamagata and colleagues describe a case involving repeat ablation of the mitral isthmus in the context of a stepwise ablation approach for persistent atrial fibrillation with recurrence of atrial tachycardia involving the mitral isthmus (MI). Block of the MI could not be achieved during the first procedure but was achieved during the second procedure. A third procedure for perimitral flutter is described wherein a conduction gap in the MI line was eliminated by bipolar irrigated ablation from endocardium and CS after unsuccessful unipolar ablation. The manuscript is clearly written and the technique is novel for the specific lesion set.

I have 2 comments:

1) The follow up of 10 months is relatively short considering the fact that the patient was arrhythmia-free for 3 years after the first (no MI block achieved), and for one year after the second procedure (MI block achieved during the procedure). The point here is that little evidence is provided of the durability of the MI block after bipolar ablation. This should be discussed as a limitation.

2) An alternative lesion set to terminate perimitral flutter is an anterior line from mitral annulus to septal or lateral PV circumferential isolation line. This is relatively easy to achieve if there are pre-existing low-voltage areas of the anterior wall often found in patients with persistent atrial fibrillation especially after CFAE ablation. Was this considered? In any case, this merits discussion.
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